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The NZ International Airshow
A NEW type of Airshow was held over Auckland Anniversary Weekend at North Shore Airfield. With
‘Jetman’, international aerobatic and stunt acts, air racing, technology that would place the audience ‘inside
the cockpit’, and a TV advertising campaign, organiser Peter Newport and his company Airshow Systems
Limited hoped to bridge the gap between traditional airshow enthusiasts and the general public, thus
attracting large numbers to attend over three days. For a variety of reasons, some of which are mentioned
below, attendance was significantly down on expectations and the event was a financial failure which resulted
in Airshow Systems going into voluntary liquidation a week later.
Many of those who attended greatly enjoyed the show, but many also came away disappointed, some
bitterly, having realised too late that this was not another Warbirds Over Wanaka or similar style of event.
Despite these polarised expectations and a good deal of post-event armchair criticism, the many people who
volunteered their time and effort to the show and the numerous creditors who are unlikely to be paid, deserve
to hear that their efforts were not all in vain. There were in fact a lot of positives that can be taken from the
occasion, many of which it would be great to see incorporated into future airshows in New Zealand.
Chris Gee attended on behalf of KiwiFlyer and put the following report together for our readers.
NEW Zealanders are very fortunate to have such a flourishing
airshow scene, with a range of events that more often than not are
put on by enthusiasts simply to share their passion for aviation.
Ticket prices usually represent exceptional value, especially for
example at RNZAF Open Days which attract a very wide audience
numbering in the several tens of thousands. Yet the traditional
airshows here often follow a similar theme; classic aircraft hurtle
through the skies overhead, perhaps with a historic re-enactment
and a simulated battle at the end of the day. As much as we love our
traditional Kiwi airshows, they are remarkably similar to each other,
often with the same or similar aircraft moving from show to show,
flying against a different location and backdrop.
This year out of left field, came Peter Newport and Airshow
Systems Limited with a different angle on how an audience could
enjoy the experience. The New Zealand International Airshow
leveraged outside TV broadcast technology with both in-aircraft
and helicopter mounted cameras shooting the action from altitude
and relaying live to big screens on the ground to offer an all new
experience of the action. Adding parallel air racing and the Jetman
formation flying was a bold divergence from what we are familiar
with seeing and there is no question that this part of the airshow
worked really well. Indeed, many spectators commented on the
“cool technology” and how “every airshow should have this”. On
the other hand, there was much comment on the lack of Warbirds,
gaps in the programme and a perception that the programme being
offered didn’t match up to the ticket prices being charged.
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The crowd wasn’t huge, but they were appreciative of the visiting international
display acts, especially Jetman and some of the stunt oriented aerobatics.

The event was not without its challenges. Although recognising
their importance, the organisers were unable to secure the
involvement they sought from Auckland Council’s Events Agency,
Ardmore Airport (which had been the preferred location) or the
NZ Warbirds Association. The decision to stage the show at North
Shore Airfield was made just a few months out.
Following on the heels of the incredibly (and unexpectedly)
popular Mosquito launch at Ardmore, where huge crowds sat
in traffic gridlock for miles and food stalls and toilets could not
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cope with the numbers, Airshow Systems
laid-on a park-and-ride scheme, “RollsRoyce” traffic management, comfortable
seating, shade tenting, outdoor hi-fi, and
enough food vendors, bars and toilets to
cater for 22,000 spectators each day. They
also switched the CAA, Fire, Police and
Ambulance arrangements to North Shore
and had to gain Auckland Council resource
consent for the event, all with only weeks
to go – quite an achievement and a credit to
the support of North Shore Aero Club and
all the agencies involved for their excellent
work.
Leading up to the event there was heavy
support from TV3 and Mediaworks, both
advertising the show and interviewing
participants, together with both national
and local newspaper articles covering the
human interest aspects – such as North
Shore Helicopter Training flying into Dairy
Flat School and the children there building
their own ‘Jetman’ from cardboard.
There are high costs involved in
staging an event like this and financial
success relied on big crowd numbers. A
conservative estimate is that 10,000 people
attended over the three days, this being less
than a third of what was required to make
the numbers really work. Despite many of
the contractors and suppliers knowingly
signing “at risk“ contracts, (tying their
payments to the financial success of the
event), there were a lot of creditors who
were left unhappy when Peter Newport
placed Airshow Systems into voluntary
liquidation just a week after the show.
North Shore Aero Club spokesman
Trevor Dance commented “All of us put
a huge effort into supporting this event,
with over 50 volunteers, ATC and Young
Eagles giving up their time to support the
show. The field was immaculate, our aircraft
were beautifully turned out, smoke systems
were installed in the Robins and our pilots
delivered a flawless performance as you saw
on TV3 and from the photos in the media.
The North Shore Airpark volunteered
their land for aircraft parking and spectator
use and our neighbours in Postman Road
and surrounds were very helpful and
cooperative - we could not have asked for
more. Of course we are disappointed about
the financial failure of Airshow Systems,
but we are focussing our minds on the
huge positives and lessons learnt from the
event.”
There were indeed positives to be taken
from the event, not the least of which was
the technology employed.

Technology
At most airshows, the audience’s close
up view of the action lasts only a few
seconds as the aircraft whizz past the
crowd line, before they quickly diminish to
small dots in the sky or leave the confines
of the airfield to start their next pass over
the field. The key to the Airshow Systems
concept lies in allowing the audience to be
right there, in the cockpit with the pilots for
their entire display.
In this show, almost all aircraft were
equipped with cameras, along with a video
feed from a helicopter having an advanced
‘Cineflex’ stabilised camera system. All
this was displayed on large outdoor
daylight-visible LED screens, meaning
that spectators got to witness close-ups
of aircraft and stuntmen, “as if you were
flying alongside the display yourself in
another aircraft” with the noise and action
overhead, plus voice sound feeds from
some pilots including Yves Rossy (Jetman).
The airshow in many ways relied on this
technology, since most of the stunts took
place high overhead and normally, only
those of us with long zoom lenses could
make out any of the action. The ‘holistic’
experience afforded by the technology
employed was remarkable and greatly
enhanced the enjoyment of the show.
Brooke Howard-Smith provided a
lay-man’s show commentary, with audio
designed by Ratu Gordon and supplied by
Oceania Audio. (Finally an audio supplier
that puts their speakers behind the crowd
line and not in front of it!).

A helicopter fed live video of airborne action to
huge LED display screens on the ground.

Richard Hood in the Giles 202.

The Red Checkers performed a full display
including mirror and spagheti break manoeuvres.

For feedback on any of our content in KiwiFlyer, phone 0800 535 937 or email: editor@kiwiflyer.co.nz

Most planes were fitted with cockpit cameras,
which offered an all-new perspective of the action.
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Number One for Robinson Helicopter Sales & Service

Jetman

Yves Rossy (Jetman) in a world-first formation with five aircraft. The Robin 2160s from North Shore Aero
Club were flown by Daryl Gillett, Geoff Sheehan, Tim Hawkes, Alistair Blake, and John Punshon.

Yves Rossy checking his equipment.
Trevor Dance photo.

An engineer working on one of Yves’ jet wings.
Trevor Dance photo.

Yves returns to earth under a parachute.

Several formation variations were flown.

ROBINSON R66 TURBINE
5 SOLD - LIMITED 2013
SLOTS AVAILABLE
NEW, OVERHAULED, AND
PRE-OWNED R44s & R22s
ALWAYS AVAILABLE
NEW AND PRE-OWNED
AGUSTAS AVAILABLE

Contact: Brett Sanders
Bus: 		 09 299 9442
Fax: 		 09 299 9458
Mobile: 		 021 748 984
Email: brett@heliflitepacific.com
Web:
www.heliflitepacific.com
Address: 168 Kittyhawk Lane,
Ardmore Airport, Auckland.
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The star attraction at the
show was without a doubt the
incredible Swiss aviator, innovator
and pilot Yves ‘Jetman’ Rossy.
An experienced and respected
individual, Yves served with the
Swiss Air force where he flew
Hawker Hunters, Northrop
F-5’s and Dassault Mirage III’s.
He also flew 747s for Swiss Air.
It is the strap-on Jet Powered
Wing that has made him famous
however. Comprising a semi-rigid
carbon-fibre wing with a span
of 2.4 meters coupled with four
large model jet aircraft engines,
the Jetpack allows him to reach
Yves Rossy departs the helicopter at 5000 feet by falling backwards, then stabilises and powers up his
engines which have been running at idle. The jet wing has an endurance of up to 20 minutes.
speeds of 304 km/h. Taken as a
helicopter passenger to an altitude
of 5000 feet, Yves hangs outside the door and his engineer starts
the four jet engines, where they are brought to idle. He then falls
backwards like a rock holding his hands above his head to stabilise
before powering-up his engines and establishing stable flight. An
endurance of up to 20 minutes allows enough time to perform
some amazing stunts before it’s time to open the parachute and
return to earth. On the Monday Yves performed a world first
by flying in formation with no less than five aircraft, all Robins
operated by the North Shore Aero Club. Daryl Gillett, Geoff
Sheehan, Tim Hawkes, Alistair Blake, and John Punshon flew these
aircraft in a very tight formation. Despite the height this took place
above the crowd, the video screens and smoke made this highly
visible to the delighted audience.
The Robin formation team with Yves. L to R: Alistair Blake, John Punshon, Yves
CFI Daryl Gillett explains some of the work that was put in to
Rossy, Tim Hawkes, Daryl Gillet and Geoff Sheehan. Trevor Dance photo.
make this feat possible. “We are lucky at North Shore Aero Club to
have pilots with a good amount of formation experience, and very
importantly, who have all flown together extensively. Having that
trust and experience to formate on each other previously meant
we could get away with a few less practice flights, but we did get all
five aircraft up in the air on the Friday night, with Yves on-board
the lead aircraft so he could gain some feel for the Robins and the
formation. On each day the briefings were not very brief at all, in
Jetman airborne over the Albany countryside. André Bernet photograph.
fact most certainly very thorough!” He adds “Coordinating five
www.andrebernet.ch
aircraft, Yves with his Jet-wing, and two helicopters is not easy. It
was extremely important that each person knew exactly what their
role was, and who looks out for whom. The easiest thing by far
was working with Yves; he is the most pleasant person to get along
with, and his professionalism was astounding.” There are very few
pilots on earth who get the opportunity to fly with Yves Rossy, and
the formation flight was a career highlight for Daryl. “I consider
myself extremely lucky to have experienced the things I have done
in aviation, but that was one of the most special moments. At
one point in formation I managed to sneak a quick peek at Yves,
and all I could think of was ‘it feels like I’m in a YouTube video
with Jetman!’. The whole team was buzzing after the five-ship
formation. Yves and the guys did an extraordinary job, as well as
both helicopter crews.” Afterwards, Yves was the consummate
gentleman and a real entertainer, patiently signing autographs and
getting photos with the very appreciative crowd after each sortie,
Standing outside the helicopter for the ride to 5000 feet, Jetman’s four
sometimes for up to two hours.
engines are started and brough to idle by an on-board engineer.

If you have a new product and want to tell everyone in the NZ aviation community - Contact KiwiFlyer today on 0800 535 937.
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Stuntmen
(and women)
One of the event draw cards was
the stunts carried out by world-class
performers. Award winning daredevil
couple, aerobatic champion Melissa and
wing-suit performer Rex Pemberton did
a novel act with Melissa barrel rolling
around her husband in the Giles 202 as her
husband was free-falling in his wing suit.
She then performed a solo aerobatic display
while her husband landed. At the time of
the show, she had logged only 1.5 hours on
the Giles but her aerobatic performance
was flawless, reminding us of just how
impressive her award winning flying skills
are. The ‘Squirrel’ wing-suit stunt team
(men falling from the sky in sleeping
bags as John Campbell from TV3 called
it) and New Zealand’s own Chuck Berry
carried out their routines very well in gusty
conditions; sometimes Mother Nature just
refused to play ball. The Squirrel wing-suit
team pulled off a world first, when one of
their team intercepted his colleague wearing
a wing-suit in mid-air, and then proceeded
to stand on his back, ‘surfing’ him down
until they pulled their parachutes. Chuck
Berry, obviously a few poles short of a
tent, attempted to parachute to the ground
using a standard run of the mill ‘Red Bull
Marquee’, a large blue tent usually found
at festivals shading the beer. All of his
attempts resulted in a mid-air ‘blow-out’
and immediate deployment of the reserve
chute, adding to the drama and comedy “all part of the act” says Chuck – and were
certainly very entertaining. Usually much
of this would have been a small dot in the
sky, but the view of the stunts on the big
screens was spectacular.

Air Racing

Left: Airshow pilots Richard Hood and Melissa Pemberton with NSAC volunteer Trevor Dance.
Right: Melissa Pemberton prepares for her performance. Trevor Dance photo.

The Squirrel men heading up for their jump, in a
‘Squirrel’ helicopter. Jill Guillemin photo.

Wing-suit pilots being interviewed by
commentators after touchdown.

Another new concept
for a NZ airshow was the
parallel Air Racing. The
concept was simple… Two
pilots are led into the start
line by the lead plane, which
pulls up and away to signal
the start of the race. Each
pilot must, while flying
parallel tracks with smoke
on, negotiate a loop, then a
stall turn back in the other
Left: Paul Bennet won the air race competition. Right: The action.
direction, then a loop, a half
Falcomposite Furio (www.falcomposite.
Cuban back to the other direction, then
com) flown by Giovanni Nustrini.
another loop, and finally cross the finish
The Races were run as a series of heats
line. Whoever is first across the finish line
over
the three days, with the first races
after the addition of penalties issued from
deciding
who out of Richard Hood, Grant
the ground based judge, is the winner!
Benns
and
Wayne Ormrod would represent
In an effort to keep it fair, each pilot
New
Zealand,
with Melissa Pembleton
was given one of a pair of Robin 2160s of
(USA)
Paul
Bennett
(AUS) and Paul
identical specification, randomly chosen
Andronicou
(AUS)
competing
to represent
before each race. The pilots of course still
the
rest
of
the
world.
The
final
race came
declared they had handling differences that
down
to
Richard
Hood
versus
Paul
Bennet,
affected the results and although it would
with
Paul
coming
out
on
top
to
take
out a
have been more spectacular with unlimited
nice
shiny
trophy.
Whilst
not
a
Reno
or Red
category aircraft, the Robins performed
Bull
style
of
air
race,
all
in
all
it
was
a
very
remarkably well, and were great to watch
entertaining
concept.
in the air. The lead plane was the beautiful

Left: Melissa and Rex Pemberton put on a combined display with Melissa in the Giles 202 and Rex freefalling in a wing-suit. Centre: Chuck Berry attempts to use a Red Bull Marquee as a parachute.
Right: The Squirrel wing-suit team, otherwise known as parachutists in sleeping bags, descend.

Left: Melissa Pemberton barrell rolling around husband Rex in the wing-suit. Right: Chuck Berry.
GEAR FOR AVIATORS: Locally owned, Great service and the Best Deal.
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Ask for a quote today. Free postage on all orders over $179.

Located at Classic Flyers, 9 Jean Batten Drive, Tauranga Airport.
P: 07 572 4000  E: info@nzpilotshop.co.nz   www.nzpilotshop.co.nz
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The traditional participants
The sole participant from the classic
‘Warbirds’ scene was Brett Nicholls’ BAC
167 Strikemaster flown by Andrew Hope. It
was great to see this wonderful (and noisy)
aircraft, as it added significant contrast to
the other aircraft performing.
Dog-fights were performed each day
by the Fox Moth and several Tiger Moths,
but for many die-hard aviation enthusiasts
expecting to see traditional airshow aircraft
displays, the show just didn’t stack up.
The Royal New Zealand Air Force was
supportive with their Boeing 757 taking off
from Whenuapai Air Base “just down the
road” and flying their usual good looking
display of clean, dirty, fast and high alpha
passes and aborted landings, followed
by impressive max rate climb outs and
wingovers. Given the size of North Shore
Airfield, the huge 757 added something
special - such a large aircraft just shouldn’t
be that close or that low over such a small
airfield.
The huge NH90 helicopter attracted a
lot of attention on static display, with an
opportunity to get close to the machine
and talk to the crews. The highlight of the
RNZAF presence was a brilliant display
on the Monday by the Red Checkers. They
performed all their best routines, such
as the Mirror (with a third aircraft barrel
rolling around behind them), and the
spectacular ‘Spaghetti Break’ towards the
audience for a finale.
The extra perspective from the big
screens really added to the experience,
especially with the aerobatic performances,
with the pilot’s view of the world spinning

MGL iEFIS®

Debrief

past as they rolled and looped above
the audience - you could really see just
how much effort these pilots have to put
in during their displays. The intimacy
of North Shore Aero Club added an
atmosphere of apparent danger and
excitement with the aircraft so close. It was
funny to watch the inexperienced airshow
attendees who almost fell off their chairs
and ran off in fright when Richard Hood
first took off and snap-rolled straight into
his display just metres from the ground hilarious. The Giles 202 has the fastest roll
rate in the world, capable of a dizzying 500
degrees per second. As a point of interest
the Extra 300 that was flown so well by
Wayne Ormrod at the show is available as
a “flight experience”. You can join Wayne
doing aerobatics or take control under his
guidance at X-Flight (www.xflight.co.nz).
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1. The Extra 300 flown by Wayne Ormrod.
2. Looks real in this image but it’s a (very large)
model Mig25 built and flown by Clinton Kraidy.
3. Fox and Tiger Moth dog-fights. 4. The
Falcomposite Furio was the lead plane for the air
racing. 5. The Ardmore based Strikemaster.
6. Head to head in the Red Checkers display.
7. Red Checkers ‘Spaghetti Break’. 8. NH90
disappearing behind a cloud of freshly mown
grass. 9. RNZAF Boeing 757 dominates the
airfield. 10. Red Checkers ‘Mirror’ manoeuvre.
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Integrated autopilot, moving map, terrain, airspace, airfields, frequencies... the works!
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Flight Training
Instrument Ratings

MGL’s new generation glass panel.

Instructor Training

Flexible architecture and configuration.
Single/dual RDAC engine data acquisition.

Theory Courses

Direct connect to Rotax 912 iS EMU.
Single/dual iBOX®  central processor.
Multiple user configurable screens.
For more information contact:

Stuart Parker, 07 825 2800, 021 076 3483, stuart@sparxfly.co.nz

09 426 4273
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North Shore Aero Club
and take advantage of:

Our own airfield
Un-congested airspace
High Pass Rates
Experienced Instructors
Large and Diverse Aircraft Fleet
Personalised Training

Up to 8 touchscreen displays (7”, 8.5”, 10”).
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There are a myriad of factors that led to the unfortunate lack
of attendance by the ticket buying public, which in turn led to
the voluntary liquidation of Airshow Systems Limited and the
consequence that many suppliers and vendors will be out of pocket,
albeit that some may have ‘bought into’ the concept and accepted
‘at-risk’ terms for payment.
Despite the financial failure of the event, the North Shore
Aero Club still believes the experience was a positive one for it,
all things considered. “The show was a moment in history for the
club, with two aviation world firsts achieved and putting the club
in the public limelight for three days on national television” says
spokesman Trevor Dance. He adds; “Hosting this event on our
50th anniversary was a testament to our welcoming, friendly and
open-minded approach to great ideas which promote all forms of
aviation at North Shore, but we do wish the organisers had taken
our advice on ground attractions and airshow content”.
In hindsight there was clearly an attempt to stage a big new
show (with matching ticket prices – they were $55 for a day pass)
without building up a history and reputation beforehand. There was
also a demonstrable misunderstanding of just what attracts people
to events such as this. Competition from other established events
like the Auckland Anniversary Regatta (which attracted a claimed
150,000 people to watch) may also have had an impact. New
Zealanders are renowned for being last minute event ticket buyers
(just ask any concert promoter, none of whom have fingernails left
to chew on!) and are also renowned for looking for bargains. In this
regard, the vastly improved patronage on Monday with discounted
$35 tickets clearly hit a sweet spot.
It goes without saying that the lack of classic warbirds and other
participants in the airshow had a negative effect on the numbers
through the gate. New Zealanders are very spoilt by the variety of
aircraft that perform at our airshows, and many traditional attendees
felt the line-up at NZ International Airshow was not worth the
entry fee.
A great deal of energy and effort went into producing the NZ
International Airshow and in the words of organiser Peter Newport
“We had to overcome incredible civic obstacles and aviation politics
just to get the show to take place at all and it makes me very sad
to think that all that effort, media exposure and immense technical
achievement will not produce any ongoing local development.
These new approaches that we’ve pioneered will eventually change
the face of airshows - and persuade more young people to get
into aviation. I’m proud of what we achieved and am extremely
grateful to everyone who did have the courage to support the
event, especially TV3 - and am sorry that it was not a commercial
success.”
Had everything gone to an original plan and with more content
appealing to both the established airshow attendees and those
attracted by the new ideas, the NZ International Airshow could
have become one of the mainstays of the aviation event calendar
and with growth over time brought a whole new demographic into
the airshow scene. There is an opportunity now for someone to
take the best of both worlds and build something quite special for
the future. I for one, would like to see the technology showcased
here used at other airshows in New Zealand.
Chris Gee www.stereoimage.co.nz

www.northshoreaeroclub.co.nz
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